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Language in Harold Pinter's Drama : A Philosophical Inquiry
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_ Pinter's plays came almost after the Angry Theatre had fully
settled on the English stage. The ,Angries, *"i" ,ng.y with what
the theatre was doing rather than focusing on life 

-around 
them.

Whereas the Theatre of the Absurd had ilready been a reality
in France, it was still adjusting itself to public assimilation in
Great-Britain. The new era on the British stage did not in fact come
with the 'Angries' but with Beckett,s Waiting for Godot, presented
in London in 1956, and which Martin Esslin called the Theatre
of the Absurd.

The Theatre of the Absurd is double_fold: language and
absurd action. Pinter joins the Absurdists, as it were, in thJperception
olthe absurdity of man's existence. Like Ionesco, he wages a bittle
on language and thought, and Sartre,s Nausea seerns to be
a remarkable account of this malaise. One may even make a link
between Sartre's Nausea and Pinter's nausea of words. Indeed, he
comes very close to Sartre in The Dwarfs where the similarity with
Sartre's Roquentin is striking , while The Caretaker reminds us of
both Sartre's Huis-clos and Beckett's tramps in Waiting for Godot.
Yet, in the works of Beckett and Ionesco for instance, ihe poetry is
not in the deliberately flat language but in the action. In addition to
being static, the action is absurd. On the contrary, pinter's theatrical
poetry lies in the language itself.

Unlike Sartre's and Beckett's characters, pinter,s have precise
social contexts. However, his plots like those of the Absurd,
Theatre are often static: the action is no longer part of a plot bui
resides in the gradual disclosure of a strange loetic image; strange
because it lacks clarity, and seems tobe ainormal, that Is'strong'iy
unusual for the audience. Nevertheless, it represents the loss of
a clear system of beliefs and values. Modem man is faced with
a dreadfi.rl and irrational world in which the best means of communication,
language, is suspicious too. pinter responds to that situation with
the.humour, not ofnonsense, but ofdespair and almost, resignation.
Still, some of his plays, The Room (t ISZ; ana The Caretaker
(1960), do not have a static plot.

In The Caretaker for instance, there is an unexpected
developing plot. Davies, the tramp, is being ejected out ofthe room
at the end ol the play, while in The Room, a blind .,egro emerges
frol the basement, almost out of nowhere. pinter,i plays are
basically images, almost allegories, of human condition. He uses

"Al'Ad6b wa Llughat', N.2/2007
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evervdav language, a natural language, in naturalistic situations'

;1. b'rrild: up u"*i of self-sufficient world out of fragnents of ordinary

itf., il iit-a,r."t a new theatrical poetry based on particular-r)L"il, 
oor,"rrt His audience is made to feel the natural human

tieJ f"i r..mty, recognition, domination and frustration' on the

"r.-n-a, ""a 
it " "tt.i 

absurd, nonsensical situations. we often

iu"" in to-"uff" d conversations on the other, through carefully

selected situations and a closely observed language'-- - 
fti. theatre is basically a theatre of language' and like

Beckett's and lonesco's, it relies heavily on words All ofthem deal

with the impossibility of verifying the past, the dangers of human

communicati-on and the impossibility of a definite statement wtatsoever'

Indeed, Harold Pinter, seems to be obsessed by the idea of isolation'

retreat and privacy; the room is the only place for refuge' Pinter's

great merit ls to have shown all these aspects ol human.existence

ihrough language on the British stage While -action 
is scarce'

iungu"ug" beJom"es the battleground between the characters: in itself

language is the sPectacle.- 
Plnter breaks with the long established and instituted might

and wisdom of language and shatters laith in language as an

."ft..tlr" rn"un, of 
-.o.*unication 

by revealing the- irrationalities

oith. ,peuke.r. He is, indeed, credited for his keen ear' his

<eavesdropping> concerning the s ocial and psychological rvorkings

oi tu"grui". frhat his characters often do is largely utter random

talks into the void as most of us frequently do We can promptly

realise that Pinter is mesmerised by language in ordinary discourse'

His plays reveal him as a true master oi the craft of dialogue' Pinter

u"tuutty ,"r"ut, t-guage less as being a secure means of communication

than as being a set of dialogues peppered and overloaded b^y. tautologies'

,"p",l iont, ,ion-..quitun, arla truisms. The dethronement of language is

absolute in Pinteis' The Room, or The Caretaker' Through it' he

expe.imerrt. the deadening effects of repetitions and the opium of

hatit. Pint"r in fact, does nothing but casts light on the original

speaker and on language in its ordinary human intercourse' as

M. Esslin writes:- -' -- 
Pirt", undoubtedly has an uncannily acarrate ear for the linguistic

soleciii'o[ English vemocular spokei by 9rdin1ry peopk ' [He kl
confronted- with- accaralely observed examples oJ lingusnc nonsense

(p 210).
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. Contrary to Shakespear€an shepherds surprisingly producing
rhetorical utterances and discoursej that are 

'certai'n'ly' 
detached

from both reality and ordinary speech behaviour, piiter strives
to.grasp the essence of language with its linguistic absurdities and
cripples, trying to bridge the gulf between iramatic language and
ordinary language.

It is known that traditional stage dialogue assumes that
people_have the right expression alwap-ready to-suit the occasion.
What Pinter does is debilitating the aisumption that logic vehicles
the.use of language. The belief that language has a purel/informative
and communicative function and that words are ciear, iirect, to the
pypose, well proportioned and easily assimilated is almost
chimerical. Let us examine the following iassage:
Rose: How many rooms have you got now? -
Mr Kidd: Well, to tell the truth, I don't count them now.
Rose:oh!retrait
Mr Kidd : No, not now
Rose : It must be a bit of a job
Mr Kidd: Oh, I used to count them, once...That was when my
sister was alive. But I lost hack a bit, after she died. She,s been
dead some time now, my sister. It was a good house then. She was
a capable woman. Yes. Fine size of a woman too. I think she took
after my mum. Yes, I think she took after my mum...She didn,t
have many babies.
Rose : What about your sister, Mr Kidd ?
Mr Kidd : What about her ?
Rose : Did she have any babies ?
Mr Kidd : Yes, she had a resemblance to my old mum, I think.
Taller, ofcourse.
Rose : When did she die, then, your sister ?
Mr Kidd : Yes, that's right, it was after she died that I must have
stopped counting.. .

Rose : What did she die of ?
Mr Kidd : Who ?
Rose : Your sister
Pause

Mr Kidd : I've made ends meet.
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It would be indeed preposterous to claim that Mr Kidd and

Rose are carrying a propei dialogue, so that when Rose asks him

whedrer his sister aia frari any UaSies, he rtplies that she resembled his

mother, and when asked about the cause of his siste/s death,

he replies: "who?". Such linguistic handicap is very pervasive in our

daily practice. From this passage, we can realise that.little verbal

communication is transmitted between characters' Pinter merely

draws our attention to the fact that in life human beings scarcely

make use of language for communicative purposes' Speech is more

often than not inarticulate and incoherent.

Suspicion about the authentic fimction or finctionality of language

therefore grows. As we proceed with reading the play, we become

vividty iware of language ambiguities and non-sequiturs'

tautologies and double-entendres with concomitant increases in

uninteliigibility and incomprehensibility. This assumption, in fact'

fit, u"ri rnuci, all the characters of the play, whether it is Mr

Kidd's and Rose's exchange, Mr and Mrs Sands talking to Rose

or Bert's account of his trip on the van. On the other hand, the one-

,id.dn".. of Rose's dialogue with Bert is lucidly demonstrated

through the length of Rose's conversational tum' Yet, his

,p"""il".rn.r. .o-rn". to its end with his erotic overtones of his

impassioned outburst about his beloved van'

Beit: I caned her. She was good. They got it icy out' There was no

cars. One there was. I bumped him. I had all my way' She went with

me. She took me there. And she brought me back' I go where

I go. She don't mix it with me. I use my hand' Like that"'

Ripetitions are traditionally condemned as inelegant or at least

red'undant in literary texts. Yet, they are so frequent in Pinter's

plays just as they are in real conversation. In real life, it is almost

imiossible for people to d6liver logical, well-thoY4t-oul speeches'

Insiead, they i"nd to mix various strands of thoughts which

intermingle without any constant inters€ction and adopt labyrinthine

routes io comprehension. The disintegration and breakdown

of communication is typified through several passages' Evidence

to corroborate this argument can be again drawn from The Room:

Mr KIDD : I came straight in.
ROSE : Irlr Kidd I I was just going to find you I've got to speak to you
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Mr KIDD : Look here, Mrs Hudd, I,ve got to speak to you. I came
up especially.
ROSE : There were two people in here just now. They said this
ro,om was going vacant. What were they talking about ? "Mr KIDD : As soon as I_ heard 

'the 
valn go i got reaay

to come and see you. I'm knocked out.
ROSE : What was it all about ? Did you see rhese people ? How
:1r-llr:.roo. be going ? It,s occupied. Did they j.ir.,oiJor you,
Mr Kidd ?

"Al'Addb wa Llugh e{,N.2/200.1

D : Get hold of me ? Who l
I told you. Two people. They were looking for the

MT KID
ROSE:
landlord.
Mr KIDD : I'm just telling you. I've been getting ready to come and seeyou, as soon as I heard the van go.
ROSE : Well then, who were thly ?
Mr KIDD : That,s why I came 

_up 
before. But he hadn,t gone yet.I've been waiting lor him to go thi whole *eek-end_ 

-" -'
ROSE : Mr Kidd, what did they mean about this room ?
Mr KIDD : What room ?
ROSE : Is this room vacant ?
Mr KIDD : Vacant ?
ROSE : They were looking for the landlord.
Mr KIDD : Who were ?
ROSE : Listen. tU.1 fr-aO. you are the landlord, aren,t you ? There
rsn t any other landlord ?
Mr KIDD : What ? What,s that got to do with it ? I don,r know
what.you're talking about. I,ve got to tell you, that,s all. l,ve got
to tell you....
Notwiftstanding the fact that they stive to transcend the boundaries of
language, these characters find themselves in a sort of linguisric
pamlysis. In^Pinte/s plays, we can also see the characters, de erate
struggles. to find the correct expression or word, or to put it ditreiently,
to search 

_ 
for language. In pinter,s work, language becomes the

medium through which the contest of wills is* foight, sometimes
gyertll3:ll tihe scene de menage triggered offby the Saids:
Mrs SANDS: You're sifting down!
Mr SANDS: Don't be si[y, I perched!
Mrs SANDS: I saw you sit down.
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This fact shows the extent to which language is elusive'

It also rules out any room for the idea that language is always

u .*iut 
"orranrus 

i{ather, language and its nuances- are the bone

ofcontentionbetweenmen.Pinter'sphilosophicalperspectlve
is rvell seen in the impetus and emphasis he puts on language' The

noorn i*pu.t, Pinteis tremendous preoccupation with language'

i" ,ri,i"il", iis beauty and its wide gaps which are still unbddged'

In this connection, Wittgenstein, Paui Gee, and others proclaim that

.#,.g i. itt" ,ost t oity debated term in philosophy' linguistics'

literary theory, and social sciences'---' 
pint"r, 

'upp.u"f't 
to language is very germane,to. the philosophos'

outlook oi tuniuag", ,otubly Htidtgger and Wingenstein' two

"iit.."" 
lnflulnti-at philosoihers ofthe century For.them speech

as the tool whereby we calry out projects is problemattc' Language

;;.;;i;;;s"; i, nit a mere'instrument for communication: it is the

,".u alrnJn"rion which brings the world to be in the ftrsl place' Only

*il"r""ti"r" it'tr.iguage is-there a world' Heidegger does not think

;il;gr"g" essentiillyin terms of what we might say' on the contrary'

i, frutL iu,onomous existence and human beings participate in its

p.og.r.r. Man, then, comes to be human solely by such participation'

Language
ir'o7*iy, prio, to the individual subject' ln this respect' Heidegger

wrote:

"The subject is jus the medium where the truth of the world speaks itself 
l'

- 
Hlia"gi", put forward the idea of objects in the world

as tools, tha't- is, 
-as 

the means whereby man accomplishes his

pli."ir'f" tife. ft 
"s" 

objects have the quality of existence which

ir^"i'J"gg. *ff, "being ready to hand'' His next move is to conceive

.p*"fl^ "* "f 
msJoUj.cs. Modem man, he claims' musl be capable

;'i;;l;g superior to the established routines of the sociallv

;pp;;# p-atiems of conduct. Modem man understands that it is bv

ilJ ;" "i speech that he can bring intelligibility to his, existence

""a 
n fnf nis Ueing Still, such belief becomes' in the end' illusory'

There is then, an extreme need for updating language.for it turns

oul to be a bundle of porte-manteau words' distanced in a large

measure from what one genuinely thinks of and feels' In short'

Heidegger concludes, language is exhausted and wom out'
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Admittedly, language as an inconsistent means of speaking
can on no account be downplayed merely because it is the sole

f:::,-yh1Fby mon speal<s 
.being. trougtrt, on the other hand,ls etuslve. Meimmg, thus, can be comprehended neither by the hearernor faithfully transmitted by the speaker. Wo.a, ao'not ,ioo.ideas. 

.lnstead, they distort tirem..Heidegge. tuk;;1;, shrting_point in man's confrontation with himsi-lf and tf," nutu.e of f,i.being the world of the word, the *orla of /ogrs. fo. tf,l uU.u.alrt.
and. following Heidegger, the words are man,s if. rn"*. i" apprehendboth his internal and extemal worlds. f, frl. "i.* "f ilnguug" u,such, Heidegger does not stand alone.

Wittgenstein, for instancr, claims that language itself determines
our view of reality because we see things t 

"p'p""irg 
i".iae us andoutside of us- through language and only 

"througir il*;, reversing
the.. Sapir-Whorf Hypothesis. In his work f.r.'t"i-r. f_ogi.o_Philosophicus, Wittgenstein beholds language a, it . .l.ro. of tn"world, whereas Aristotle for, example," uJl"".J'ir,"i"ranguage
represents the order ofthought z.

_ Heidegger's and Wittgenstein s philosophical investigations
would provide an explanation to the facj that pinteris 

"iu.u"t"r. 
t.ymore often than not to come to terms with thought, that is language

in the first place, to manifest their being. M.rh7;;t*;;displayed
H^?:lT or presence.through speechlThe Iutt.r, o.iiau *rit.r,
runcrrons.as the obeying thought of man,s voice. The fact that
language in some of the Absurdists' work comes to the [re derives
also, drerefore, from Derrida's conviction ttrat the /og; [*p.orlo.Vdiscourse) of being has always been placed i" *8.piii"" *o.a.
IT-,:,:!::,1 perrida argues, onty exrsrs thants t'o ianguage.lr wnrlng ls seen as a game within language, we can also safely iythat speech is a game within Being, o. u''. ff"iA"gg"i-"tuirr, tt ut
language^(language as spoken, u. u ,ign or p."r"nEEf i.-in fact, the

L:ii: :f B,",rg. rhar is why, then, *iy .or" piafvrights put thewnole emphasis.on the spoken word at the expense ofaction.

,^-_.j1":.: !!i!".:plv.:, the stage +he fact of behotding
i1g11.s: -^,I ryr""t.iqlf_ can be.exptained through conremporary

i:}f,:r:_ fll.*ptry. The 
.latter. 

considers spoken language ." oU.;oi.rnoeeo, tn ttarold pultefs olavs. Ianguage r.s th]1 very oUjeci. The sLge,then, becomes the realrn of the plhoii, itsetf soi." tiii" pnono.,
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that is the stage of orality, the artistic world of utterance' And this

very "sound-tlought" (Siussure's pensde-son) is the stuff of drama'

It follows that wf,at Pinter does on the stage is to reproduce this

long history of logocentrism.It is the /ogos that will make manisfest

u .-"rtuin metaphlsics of Being, Being as presence, that Pinter,

amongst many other absurdists' strives to express'
"Anothei outstanding feature of Pinter's use of language on the

stage is the breakdown 6f communication and the devaluation of
lan"guage. The latter is in tune with the philosophical thought of the

timi. Iideed, the prevailing trends in contemporary philosophy are

the relativisation, divaluation, and criticism of language' Wittgenstein's

philosophy, in its later stages, best examplifies this concem'

he 
"laiini 

ihat the logic of our language has been misunderstood,

for the rules of gramriar have been mistaken for the rules of logic'

Therefore, the altempt to disentangle thought from the conventions

oi *u.*u, is indiipensabte. Hii philosophy is a strict critical

aiafnosis of language. His aim is nothing other than to apprehend

the structure urA in" limits of language. His doctrine hinges

entirely on the conviction that language has limits irnposed by its
intemal structure, for language submits to the conventional and

arbitrary rules of gtammar. On his account, it is this language itself
which ietermineJ our view of reality, because we see things

through it. To deduce the structure and the limits of language'

Wittgenstein does not rest on an abstract logical theory, instead he

tries-to discover them through empirical facts. And that is exactly

what Pinter does in his plays; i.e. examining language in its authentic

setting with all its compiexities and subtleties. For the Austrian

philoipher, the limits of language can be understood only by those

who felt the urge to pass ovei them, had made the attempt and had

been forced tait. fttis is altogether true of Pinter's characters who

strive to cross the limits of language, but find themselves more

often than not faced up with theii unwillingness of expressing their

thoughts and making thernselves understood. Here, the limits of language

are 6rought to thi surface. To unravel them, Pinter approaches

reality ini language which is frequently in a state ofbreak-down '

But language, this necesary and inevitable mears of communicatior;

proved masteiless, for man has developed a thoughtless habit of using

words as he pleases. The characters' language in Pinter's drama, for

instance, is ciich6-ridden, full of tautologies, grammatical mistakes,
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misunderstandings, double+ntendres, etc. By so doing, pinter views
language with a doubtful eye. Hence thought is oftei ,,unseizable,,:
meaning can be captured neither by the hearer nor transmitted
faithfully by the speaker. Mick sums it up in The Caretaker:
Mick: What a strange man you are. A,ren,t you? you are really
strange...Honest. I can take nothing you say at face value. Every word
you speak is open to any number of different interpretations. Most of
what you say is lies. . . 

you are erratic, you arejus mmpLtely unpedictable.
In his work, Pinter tries to come to terms with ihis inadequacy
by punctuating his characters, dialogues with hesitations, repetitions,
and even pauses, which reveal the difficulties the chaiacters meet
in their struggle to communicate or express their thought, as though
Ianguage fell utterly short of translating Being. Heidegger"postulates the
absolute primacy of language:
Language is the House of Being. Man dwells in this House. Those
who think and those who create poetry are the cttstodians of the
dwelling3 .

It^follows that Heidegger sees modem man as dwelling in a house
of which he is neither the architect nor the owner. Manl at his best,
is_a mere custodian. Therefore, he is condemned to speak fragmentarily
when he speaks at all, ard to suffer misunderstandingsand .onludi.tior..
Being nothing more than that, man does not ipeat; instead it is
language ibef that speaks. ln The Room, the Sands have an
argument about the words sit/perch.
. . ..He perches on the table.
Mrs SANDS: You're sitting down!
Mr SANDS: (umping up). Who is?
Mrs SANDS: You were.
Mr SANDS: Don't be silly. I perched.
Mrs SANDS: I saw you sit down.
Mr SANDS: You did not see me sit down because I did not sit
bloody well down. I perched!
Mrs SANDS: Do you think I cannot perceive when someone's sitting
down.

Speaking, supposedly ,,translating', 
one,s thought to produce

a univocal signification, seems to fall short of its role, as this example
amply shows. When Mrs Sands says ,'sitting',, she is in fact using
this word spontaneously without thinking about its re_presentation,
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its image (cf. Saussure, Wittgenstein). Put plainly, she has given

on" ,oi" signrfied to two signifiers. On the other hand, her husband

who has peiched, uses the word "perching" because he has done

exactly that. For him the two words refer to two different signifieds'

Whereas man thinks he is using language to translate the

world around him or mysteries that lie deep in himself, it is in fact

language that uses man. Let us examine another passage, this time

from The Carataker :

DAVIES: Now you don't want to say that sort of thing to me'

You took me on here as caretaker'..for a small wage, I never said

nothing about that...you start calling me names '

MICK: What 'ts Your namel
Davies is explaining to Mick about the latter's abuse through

the phrase <calling me names ). His speech concludes with this

very expression. However, Mick jumps to another subject by asking

Davies what his name is. There is indeed no logical thread between

the two ideas involving the same lexeme names and name' The tirst

tvord names, once uttered, being now present phonetically, is parl

of a string of signifiers, the sum total of which has a given

sigrification. Now and after being captured by Mick, it is going to trigger

off by *uy of reiterating the word names, a new, though totally

unrelated, topic. It is now clear that the word names has opened the

path for the word name, Mick being so to speak the guide to the

i*u."n".t of this link. Thus, the word names spoke, not Mick'
For man inhabits language; language does not inhabit man'

Consequently, it is we, Heidegger maintains, who must by steadfast

and scrupulous attendance leam what language has to tell us, what

it is saying, and not what we are saying. Heidegger argues this lrom

and through etlanology. He claims that the word "philosophy"

speaks Greek now, that is until now. For him, the Greek language

ind concepts are the source and essence of thought' Thought

is nothing other than language, for, he adds in Was Heist I)enken ?

(lg59lli54), thought is unconceivable without language ; to think

is to speak to oneself. Logos and noesis are one. Thus, and to take

this initance, meaning is always already located in the very locus

of the Greek word philosophia. Hence, it is not modem man who

is using this word which belongs to the Greek lexicon' The power

of the word lies inside it; it is both signifier and signified at once'

Language in llarold Pinter's Drama ...
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Consequatly, whenever mm ftinls he is '\sing" languagq he is misbken.
Language is always already using him.

.. It is interesting to note that pinter's characters break openly
with the logic which has ever since Aristotle structured mani
thought.and speech. Heidegger challenges the very term logic. For
him, this term derives from /ogos, and even more substantially
from the Greek verb /egerz (to think). For the Greeks, this does not
signify a sequential, discursive safng, nor is it a matter of logical
analysis; rather, it is the process of collecting, recollectin! or
remembering the remnants or vestiges of man,s existence. pinier,s
work echoes this huge dilemma. Think of his characters' non-
sequentiality and erratic speech firll of non-sequiturs and contradictions.
Pinter discards logical thought since it ionceals our authentic
Dasein arrd makes, consequently, modem man false to the world.

]t. 
ensueg that the language Pinter maintains and reiterates throughout

his work springs from the (Western) philosophical conviction that
language. beautified by the prestige of logic has proved inadequate
to its primary pulpose. And this purpose resides in transliting
man's existence. This state of affairs, Heidegger maintains, leavei
only the resort to tautologies, truisms, approximations, and repetitions.
That is what Pinter translates in The Room and The Caretaker
amongst others.
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NOTES

l. M. HEIDEGGER, Poetry, Language, Thought, l97l , p. 35

2. D.PEARS, Wtgensrein, 1971.

3. M. HEIDEGGER, op.cit., p.73.
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